
The concept of daylighting is becoming increasingly important these days. 
It asks the question, why block the outside light with shades and then turn 
on the lights inside?  In order to use natural light to brighten a room, but 
also use shading for managing the light and privacy, QMotion offers a range 
of tools.

 Fabric Selections 
Choose from a wide range of screen fabrics with many 
different features. When trying to allow entering light, lighter 
colors work better. When glare is an issue, darker colors are 
the way to go. For more accurate details, see the  
Tv factor on the specifications for the screen fabrics. The 
lower Tv ratings have a greater “view-through” and the higher 
Tv allow more light to pass through.

 Timer Controls 
The QMotion Timer Remote has a built-in Astronomical clock, 
which learns sunrise and sunset times for a location, and can 
be set to adjust shade positioning based on the position of 
the sun. Convenient and affordable, the Timer Remote can 
make six adjustments per day, on any or all days of the week.

 Individual Controls 
Because of the unique Manual Override feature, as well as 
individual remote controls, each Qadvanced shade may be 
controlled individually. This is convenient and allows a more 
customized experience based on the needs of the occupants.

 System Controls 
With the combination of shades and a Qconnect into a 
building automation system, Qadvanced shades may be 
raised or lowered in conjunction with the automation systems, 
allowing for greater control of lights and HVAC. Imagine 
raising the shades and turning the lights brighter when the 
solar light is not enough to illuminate the room.
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Daylighting solutions with QMotion

Daylighting with QMotion is a snap. 
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